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Searching for one version of the truth? Rate Management has
the power to deliver full transparency of rates and contracts
in real-time, and provide fast access to complex calculations
and information, in a highly secure online environment. Save
valuable resources and enhance collaboration across your
whole organization with Rate Management.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Giving access to central rate information worldwide, 
across different sites and departments to a huge number 
of verified users

LACKING RATE TRANSPARENCY
Comparing rates, prices and service options for all modes 
is resource-heavy and data often lacks transparency

DATA QUALITY AND TIMELINESS
Keeping a variety of often volatile data on a daily 
basis, currently and comprehensible for every site and                    
every relation

DIFFERENT NEEDS AND LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE
Showing complex information clearly to users with different 
needs and highly differentiating logistics knowledge e.g. 
users from sales team, accounting, procurement, logistics

FEATURES

All rates and surcharges stored and maintained in one central 
online location.

Single Sign-On using enterprise credentials ensures user access 
is actively controlled and secure.

Rate Query Engine handles multiple currencies, fuel and other 
surcharges, and volumetric conversion to determine total
chargeable cost per available carrier within seconds.

Rate tables and rate structures are fully customizable, making it 
possible to work with any rate card or routing guide for all
transport modes.

Rate Management module is currently available in 26 languages. 
Support is currently available in 8 languages.

Full control and traceability over any changes to rates and 
table structures.

Interface capabilities supporting third party integrations and ERP 
systems enable smooth implementation within your existing
IT landscape. Flexibility of handling existing data is increased 
with easy Excel/CSV upload/download functionality.



Rate Management is the perfect 
solution for companies like ours that 
use and maintain large numbers
of freight rates, for all modes
of transport.

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?

SENIOR PURCHASE MANAGER
CHEMICAL PRODUCTION COMPANY

GET A DEMO

BENEFITS

HOW IT WORKS

Secure by design, Rate Management prevents 
uncontrolled access to rate data and provides a history 
of rate revisions.

Full organization-wide transparency into rates and 
contracts in real-time creates one single point of truth. 
Always-on platform supports round-the-clock availability 
of up-to-date rate data, minimizes risk of mistakes, and 
delivers significant time and resource savings.

Realize savings on shipment costs with access to most 
economical transport modes. Complex rate comparison 
for multiple shipment modes is simplified when using the 
Rate Query Engine (e.g. air vs. ocean, ocean vs. rail) and 
delivers the ideal blend of price and service levels.

Digitize the rate approval process with your carriers 
via workflows, to avoid manual workload and ensure use 
of carrier-validated rates.
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https://www.transporeon.com/en/demo-page?utm_source=Internal-Content&utm-medium=file&utm_campaign=factsheet_rate_management_pm_en_final



